Name:                                               .
Alphabiography

A
Above and Beyond
B
Basically Fine
C
Could’ve tried harder
D
Didn’t do all that was asked
F
Failed to do the assignment
Visual Product
Your project is put together thoughtfully and creatively, and adds to your writing. You included more visuals than I expected.
Your project is put together thoughtfully and adds to your writing. You had about one picture for every two written entries
Your project does not reflect your full effort. You had slightly fewer than one picture for every two written entries.
Your project barely includes visuals to accompany your writing.
Your project does not include visuals to accompany your writing.
Writing- Quantity
On average, your entries were further developed than the bare minimum: a topic sentence, three support sentences, and something to give closure.

On average, your entries met the bare minimum expectation: a topic sentence, three support sentences, and something to give closure.
On average, your entries were a little bit underdeveloped
Your paragraphs were much shorter than expected.
Your project has half (or less) of the writing that was expected for the project.


Writing- Quality:
   Grammar and punctuation
You had no grammar or punctuation errors (or if you did, they were appropriate for 6th graders)
You had a few minor grammar or punctuation errors but there was evidence that you edited your work.
You have errors that you should have been able to catch by editing your work (capitalization, punctuation, run ons, sentence fragments, or spelling. 
You have many errors that you should have been able to catch by editing your work.
(capitalization, punctuation, run ons, sentence fragments, or spelling.  
You have so many errors, it is hard to understand what you are trying to say.
Writing- Quality:
   Word choice and style
Your writing communicated your ideas clearly and artistically, including vivid vocabulary and flowing sentences.

Your writing communicated your ideas efficiently.
Your writing was unclear or overly simplistic at times.
Your writing was unclear or overly simplistic much of the time.
Your writing was unclear or overly simplistic most of the time.
Late Penalties:
On time: no penalty 
One day late: -10%


More than one day late: -50%
OVERALL SCORE:







